
WALL  INSTALLATION MANUAL 

Inflation
1. Clean an area, where the wall should be placed. 

Mainly sharp objects and chemicals have to be removed. 
Use of protection blanket is recommended.

2. Remove wall from the bag and unroll it.

3. Install reduction nozzle to hose of pump, connect hose to the valve and start inflation of wall. 
Ideally till the moment when wall would be rigid. 
It is recommended to use hand pump to pressure the wall to the ideal shape. 

4. After releasing an inflation hose, do not forget to close and tight the cap of valve.

5. Remove steel feet from protection sacks and place them near attaching points on the bottom of wall.

6. Attaching points of wall which are placed near the ground should be attached to steel feet as first.
Attach these attaching points with steal feet.

7. Erect the wall and attach rest attaching points of wall to steel feet.

8. Install top light (if equipped).

9. Anchor the wall by anchoring spikes and enjoy your AXION Wall!

Anchoring
1. Anchor wall by pin spikes through holes on feet to the ground.

2. Anchor wall by anchoring ropes and spikes. 
Connect anchoring ropes with points placed on side edges of wall and anchor ropes by spikes to the ground. 
An optimum angle of these spikes to the ground is 45°, an optimum angle of ropes is diagonally (45°) to the wall.

Deflation
1. Remove anchoring spikes and light (if equipped)

2. Detach attaching points of wall from steel feet on one side of wall (front of rear) and place wall to lying position.

3. Detach rest attaching point of wall and place steel feet to protection sack.

4. Open valve and rotate inner part of valve to release air from wall. Wait few minutes or use pump 
for deflation of rest air from wall.

5. Fold deflated wall and place it to the bag.

Note
1.  Avoid open flame, sharp objects and chemicals.

Clean by water, technical alcohol and detergent (no aggressive) only! 
Do not use aggressive dissolvent! Store dry!
Product is made from stretch polyester and PVC matress.
It can be damaged by rough handling!

2. Do not overpressure!

3. Always attach protection sacks to steel feet before packing.

4. Always screw valve back into its position after use!


